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INTRODUCTION 
Motivation:  

Eastern Washington is a major farming area that is growing very rapidly and one of its 

main products is the produce, apples to be specific. H.F. Hauff Company Inc. is a company out 

of Yakima making chemical wind machines used in apple orchards and innovating agricultural 

machinery. The combination of Washington being home to the apple capital of the world and 

H.F. Hauff Co Inc.’s agricultural innovations, the motivation of this project is to design and build 

a convenient electric pruning device that exceeds the cutting potential of the devices used today. 

An average orchard contains thousands of trees and to keep apple trees alive, they must be 

pruned annually. Electric pruning devices used now are only able cut specimens under an inch 

and a half. Invented for pruning grape vines, it does not cut large enough branches nor is it 

durable enough for pruning apple orchards which forces workers to prune by hand. Manual 

pruning is very physically demanding and requires many workers to complete an orchard costing 

farmers more money. Workers need a device that is capable of pruning trees throughout a work 

day of work that doesn’t require the physical strain that the devices in modern agriculture do. 

 

Function Statement:  

A battery power device that is light enough not to strain the user and able to cut apple tree 

limbs throughout a day’s work without malfunctioning.  

 

Function Statement (Drive Train): 

An actuator that connects an electric motor to a pruning blade making it cut and return to 

the open position. 

 

Requirements:  

 Capable of cutting a 2 inch diameter tree branch. 

 Cutting blade must be at least 30” away from trigger. 

 Must weigh less than 3 lbs. 

 All components combined must cost less $500. 

 

Requirements (Drive Train): 

 The blade must re-open unassisted by the user. 

 Must attach to a standard drill clamp. 

 All parts must withstand 443 in-lbs. of torque and 1000 lbs. of linear force without 

deflecting more than 0.25”. 

 Must have a 90 % or higher power transfer efficiency in order to provide 900lbs of force 

to the blade (to cut a 2” branch). 

 Drive train must convert rotational motion to linear motion. 

 Must be at least 24” long 

 Must connect the motor to the blade. 

 Must completely open and close the blade. 

 Must fit within a 1” diameter housing tube. 

 Drive train itself must weigh less than 1.25 pounds. 
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Engineering Merit: 

 The ergonomics of this pruner is the emphasis of this project. Overall weight, length, 

power transfer efficiency and Blade geometry will be the factors that contribute to this pruner 

rivaling its benchmarks.  

 

The drive train is responsible for overall power transfer efficiency and the systems duty cycle. 

The formula that will be used to find the duty cycle rating is D.C. = (Tc / To) *100, where 

Tc = Time of cycle and To = time in between cycles. The drive train uses the convenience of a 

self-reversing ball screw that is capable of returning the blade to open unassisted. This makes the 

time in which it will take to cut a branch much faster as well as the time to return the blade to the 

open position. As for the power transfer efficiency, the lead angle will be one that is steep 

enough to be able to cross paths, require less rotations but still provide optimal power and 

efficiency aspects of a ball screw. Trigonometry and the general ball screw equation of Linear 

Force = (2pi*Torque) / (Lead Angle) will be used to optimize dimensions. 

 

Engineering merit is also present in the selection of materials. Stress equations:𝜎 =  𝐹/𝐴; 𝛥𝐿 =
 (𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) / (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ 𝐸); 𝑇 =  (𝜏 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑟)/𝐽 and 𝑃 =  𝐴 ∗ 𝑆𝑦 ∗ (1 − (𝑆𝑦 ∗
𝑆𝑅^2)/(4𝑝𝑖^2 ∗ 𝐸) are used for average shear, tensile, torsional and buckling stress in the 

power system components helping establish dimensions and material in which are optimal for 

weight and durability. Material selection is critical for each component in order to meet weight 

and strength requirements while also keeping cost down. Well Calculated attributes will be the 

difference in the merit of this pruner and its benchmark.  

 

Success Criteria:  

The success of this project will be judged on whether or not the main requirements are 

achieved. Evidently, the pruner must be able to open and close electrically. Power efficiency, 

cutting ability, convenience, cost and weight requirements have been set to ultimately compete 

with other electric pruning devices.  

 

Scope of Effort:  

The Focus of this design is to effectively transfer rotational energy to linear energy 

without compromising the power that the impact drill is providing while also returning the blade 

to the open position autonomously. With minimal power loss, the drill will use its energy most 

efficiently and autonomous return provides convenience/minimal physical strain to the concept 

of the pruner.  
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DESIGN & ANALYSIS 
Approach:  

As stated before, the difficulty with manual pruners is the physical strain, time 

consumption and the cutting force that loppers are capable of. The approach to simplifying the 

pruning occupation is a lightweight, electric lopper that eliminates the manual cutting action of 

pruning. The device cuts with the press of a button requiring the user to simply place the pruner 

where need be. This approach uses much of the same technology as the Tree lion because it is a 

well-designed device but built accounting for the pruning of apple trees which include limbs that 

exceed 1.5 inches in diameter. A larger motor will provide more linear force and allow the 

device to cut through larger branches. This process incorporates a further efficient blade (Wyley 

Stewart) contributing to the power transfer efficiency. The housing of the pruner (Brian 

Woolery) incorporates the overall weight of the device keeping it under 3 pounds. 

 

Innovation Methods: 

Several different ideas arose for converting rotational energy to linear energy in order to 

run the blade efficiently while keeping the system as light as possible. The first idea came to be a 

blade run by a chain and sprocket. The pros to this setup was by far cost and weight. A short 

chain and simple sprocket attached to the impact hammer would provide linear movement and a 

pulling force to the blade to make it close as shown in Appendix A1. The problem of this idea 

was its durability and power efficiency loss. The chain would become slack within the housing 

and a sturdy spring must be attached in order to return the blade open. This would all 

compromise power which is one of the main scope of efforts in the design of the drive train. 

 

 The next idea that sprouted was the thought of taking the impact hammer concept the 

same down to the head. A shaft would attach to the gun just as a drill bit would making it easy to 

install and remove. It would then have a cam at the end that would strike through a lever arm on 

the head as shown in Appendix A2. Again, to make the blade self-retract, a spring would need to 

be in place which fights against the cutting power losing power efficiency. The shaft would be 

the heaviest part of the system which could be tampered with the material used and thickness of 

it. The main factor that doesn’t work about this concept is the bulky area near the head for the 

cam to rotate. Also, with the impact happening at the head, the parts would ware quickly. 

 

 After examining the competition, the most efficient way was discovered in the form of a 

ball screw Appendix A3. The ball screw would attach straight to the impact hammer just as the 

cam concept would making it easy to attach and detach. However, the ball screw converts the 

rotational energy to linear energy much like that of the chain and sprocket idea. The shaft 

material could be tampered with similar to that of the cam concept in order to account for weight 

but not have the bulk housing at the head. Essentially, the ball screw contains the respectable 

attributes of the other two concepts making it the ideal energy transfer system for the device. 

This decision can be justified by the decision matrix occurring in Appendix A as well. 

 

Design Description:  

Due to requirement allocations, a self-reversing ball screw is certain to incorporate all the 

qualities of a ball screw while returning the blade to the open position without the operators help. 

The design of this pruner drive train is shown below: 
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The cutting cycle is initiated by a single pull of the hand trigger. As the motor is engaged, 

the ball screw turns rotational energy into linear energy. The pruning blade is fully closed as the 

ball screw reaches the end of its cycle. The end of the thread curves perfectly into the opposite 

path of the ball screw and the drive train will begin to lengthen and open the blade. Once the 

blade is completely open, the ball screw is then at full path capacity and begins to transfer paths 

in order to begin another cut.  

 

Benchmark:  
Tree-Lion: 

  The benchmark for the design of this electric pruner power system is the current 

power system found in the Tree-Lion D45-900 electric pruner. The Tree-Lion pruner is shown 

below. 

 

 
 

 This pruner is manufactured by Pellenc, a French agricultural company. Appendix B 

shows the linear actuator and linkage to driving rod found in the D45-900. The actuator is also 

manufactured, in-house, by Pellenc. This model has a reach of roughly 1 ½’ and the capability to 

cut branches up to 1.5 inches in diameter. 

 

 Pellenc uses an electric actuator equipped with a limit switch. The actuator rotates a ball 

screw altering rotational motion to linear motion. As the blade closes, the limit switch is 

activated revering the polarity of the motor returning the blade to the open position. This 

approach is effective yet costly making the device $1,950.00 USD. 

 
 H.F. Hauff Pruner 2016: 

  The 2016 Pruner team’s model uses similar attributes of the Tree-Lion including a 

ball screw and rotational motor. Improvements attempted were: 
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 Larger trigger 

 Motor that does not overheat 

 Longer reach  

 Lighter weight 

 

This attempt turned out bulky and unappealing but did cut larger branches using an 

impact drill. The impact drill proved to run more efficient and did not overheat. However, no 

other requirements were reached that allowed the pruner to outperform the Tree-Lion. The Drive 

system of the pruner can be seen in appendix B. 

 

Performance Predictions: 

 With the design at hand, it is assumed that the device will perform better than the 

benchmarks that have been stated while being cheaper and built more efficiently. The pruner will 

cut 2 inch diameter branches which is a larger specification than both benchmarks. Efficiency in 

the duty cycle will be increased due to the mechanical reverse of motion rather than reversed 

manually. Also with such a steep lead angle compared to the other ball screws, the power 

transfer will be much greater than the competition. Considering the limitations of project, the 

motor and battery pack will not outperform the Tree-lion but is predicted to be superior by 

incorporating innovations in the blade design and power-system. Also it is predicted that the 

housing is sleeker and ergonomically more efficient than the 2016 H.F Hauff pruner. 

 

Description of Analyses: 

 Starting the analysis, the power transfer efficiency will be calculated setting the 

parameter for the rest of the project. With the calculated force applied to the blade through the 

lead angle of the ball screw, analysis can then be done to ensure that the rest of the system may 

be rated to the torque and forces that are being applied. 

 

 Considering the trail of the self-reversing ball screw, these parameters that the analysis 

provides may be skewed. Further testing of the self-reversing ball screw may determine more 

accurate results possibly changing the dimensions of the power system. Proper documentation 

allows the analysis process to be recreated efficiently and effectively if the results of the ball 

screw become so abstract that the failure analysis of certain parts need to be re-done.  

 

Self-Reversing Ball Screw Analysis: 
Requirements:  

An actuator must convert rotational energy to linear mechanical motion while 

utilizing at minimum 90% of the rotational power providing the blade with 900 lbs. of 

cutting force. The actuator must also switch direction under its own power without the 

assistance of the user and withstand 185 in-lbs. of torque. A displacement far enough to 

completely open and close the blade of the pruner is required while keeping a diameter 

under 1” in order to fit in the housing. 

 
Analysis:  

Covered in the innovation methods, a ball screw is the lightest and most efficient 

way to convert rotational energy to linear motion. To incorporate these qualities, A self-

reversing ball screw that switches linear motion mechanically is ideal. Since rolling 
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bearings are highly efficient, a 90% power transfer may be achieved. Oil lubricant 

contribute to this factor as well. 

 

Since the system will theoretically produce 1000 lbs. of linear force, the ball 

screws efficiency will provide at least 900 lbs. of that force to the blade. This force is 

enough to cut through a 2 inch branch which requires 600 lbs. of force. 

 

Since original ball screws aren’t unassisted in switching directions, a self-

reversing (double threaded) ball screw solves this predicament because the screw will 

change direction at the end of its thread length, therefore, changing linear direction. 

 

The shaft containing the threads will be taking the torsion forces of the system 

from the impact drill. Its design withstands a 185 in-lbs. of torque without deflecting 

more than .025 inches (.5⁰ angle of twist). This is critical in the fact that a surplus of 

deflection could throw off the route of the ball bearings. 

 

Since the displacement of the blade needs to be 2 inches, the ball screw threads 

need to cover 2 inches in linear motion before switching directions. This will allow the 

blade to completely open and close ensuring it will fit at least a 2” branch within the 

blade and completely cut through it. 

 

Calculations are made to ensure that the ball shaft may stay under a 1” diameter 

but still be rigid enough not to deflect. Material analysis in appendix C3 selects the 

correct rigidity in order to fulfill these requirements. Enough clearance within the 

housing to allow it to move freely. 

 

Clearance fit for a free running shaft analysis will ensure that the ball nut slides 

freely up and down the shaft without leaving to much space that the bearings still engage 

both the threaded shaft and the ball nut. Another is done with the OD to ensure that a 

reasonable amount of radial pressure on the bearing is met so that the bearings do not 

float freely within the slots. 
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Design Parameters:   

The shaft will have a diameter of 0.5 inches in order to withstand 185 in-lbs. of 

the torque that the impact drill will provide which can be seen on the drawing in 

appendix D1. The double threaded shaft will have threads with a pitch of 0.5 inches so 

that the forward and return paths are able to cross one another effectively. Since the blade 

needs a displacement of 2 inches, the ball screw threads cover 2 inches in linear motion 

before switching directions. Oil lubrication will be used in the self-reversing ball screw in 

order to allow 90% of the rotational force to be transferred to linear force. 

 
Documentation:   

The force analysis for the self-reversing threaded shaft can be seen in 

AppendixC3. As for the 90% efficiency power transfer, reference Appendix C1. 

 

Drill Torque:  

 The Makita drill being provided for this project is capable of generating 450 in-lbs. of 

torque according to the specs on the Makita web site. Through the force seems inaccurately high, 

it would provide over 1500lbs of linear force to the blade with a 27.2° lead angle requiring the 

drive shaft to withstand larger forces than expected. Part dimensions simply are too large to 

account for weight causing the materials to be stronger and lighter, yet more expensive.  

  

 Around 1000lbs of linear force is adequate for cutting the size branches at hand which 

converts to 185 in-lbs. which can be seen in Appendix C2. By rating the drive train to with stand 

this force, much less material surface area is needed and common materials may be used to 

manufacture the pruning system. 

 

Ball Nut Analysis: 

 Unlike regular ball screws, the ball nut of this ball screw must allow the bearings to 

switch paths while still allowing them to roll and stay firmly in the threaded paths. The best 

bearing orientation is a total of 3 ball bearings, one fixed and two with long slots allowing them 

to move as the path of the thread switches direction. A representation is shown below: 
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The thickness of the ball nut is the piece that is most likely to fail given the fact that it is 

the least amount of material that must withstand the applied forces. The minimum surface area 

needed to withstand this force was found using the torsional shear equation which came out to be 

0.0011 in ^2. The surface area required is less than that of the surface area needed to snugly fit 

the 3/32” ball bearings which was 0.546 in^2 which is calculated in Appendix C4. The base of 

the ball nut that was originally designed to mate with the adapter tube had a T max of 172 psi 

which also withstands the applied torque.  

 

The designed slots in the ball nut must fit a standard 3/32 inch ball bearing while 

allowing them to spin freely between the ball nut and ball screw shaft. A comfortable amount of 

space between the walls of the designed slots and the bearing is critical in attaining completely 

free bearings. Every slot is drilled with a .048 radius giving the bearing a couple thousandth of 

an inch clearance depending on the tolerance in which the parts are made too.  

 

The long slots that allow the bearings to switch path directions must be long enough to 

complete the bearing path movement with no interference. Each long slot is oriented 45° from 

the static bearing so that the exact circumference of the bottom of the thread path could be 

determined. Knowing the circumference and the lead angle, trigonometry can be used to find the 

exact slot length of 0.21 inches. These dimensions are documented on the drawing in Appendix 

D2. 

After manufacturing started, it was noticed that the tolerances of the sliding fit were not 

accounted for. Since the ball nut is required to slide with ease, a medium running fit tolerance 

fulfilled the full clearance while keeping the maximum bearing engagement true. This analysis 

can be seen in Appendix C4. (Picture 4) 

 

Press Fit Cover Analysis: 

 It is vital that the cover supply an adamant amount of radial pressure to the bearings 

within the ball nut. A small interference fit analysis was done because it compresses the O-rings 

while sliding completely over them while not twisting or binding them. 0.001” (0.002” in 

diameter) is the resultant tolerance. 

 

Adapter Tube Analysis: 

 The Adapter tube gives the ball screw the ability to move linearly while the Ball nut is 

stationary and the self-reversing ball screw shaft rotates. The tube must have complete clearance 

of the moving shaft. An Inside diameter of 0.846 inches within a .8” outside diameter 1020 cold 

rolled steel tube is required to accommodate shaft clearance and housing clearance described on 

the drawing in Appendix D4. Both the adapter and ball nut will be welded to this tube making 

1020 cold rolled steel ideal for the design. Steel is also rated to withstand the tensile and 

compressive forces that it will experience form the action of the device calculated in Appendix 

C5. 

 

Adapter Analysis: 

 The adapter purpose is to transition the self-reversing ball screw to the drive shaft so that 

the drive shaft isn’t obligated to be 0.85”. The adapter must reduce a 0.85” diameter to a0.5” 

diameter while withstanding the 1000lb. force and 185 in-lb. forces acting on it. Since the ball 
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screw is 1020 cold rolled steel and the drive shaft is 6061 aluminum, it is logical to pin the two 

eliminating the hassle of welding the two materials. The adapter must include a 0.25” pin hole. 

 

 Since the inside diameter of the drive shaft is 0.334”, the adapter will extrude at that 

diameter fitting inside the drive shaft far enough to surpass the pin hole by 0.25”. The pin hole 

orientation is also 0.25” from the edge of the drive shaft meaning the hole orientation of the 

adapter must match that in order for the adapter to mesh against the shaft. The base of the 

adapter needing enough room to weld to the adapter tube is 0.1” and has a diameter of 0.85” 

fitting flush with the adapter tube. The dimensions of the adapter can be seen on the drawing in 

Appendix D5. The dimensions are set to accommodate fitting parameters but are ensured to 

withstand the applied forces through calculation. These Calculations can be seen in Appendix 

C7.  

To ensure that the concentricity with the adapter was good, a quick clearance analysis 

was don’t so that the fit between the adapter, ball nut and adapter tube was done. This clearance 

gave the parts a snug fit but easy to install.  

 

Pin Analysis: 

 Since steel and aluminum are not easily welded together, a pin connection is the most 

efficient connection method. The pin will connect the aluminum shaft to the steel adapter and 

withstand the 1000 pound linear force of the drive train. A safety factor of 1.5 was put on the 

double shear pin design to ensure stability and design life. The normal stress equation is used 

then to determine that a ¼” standard 316 stainless steel pin is appropriate for the situation 

provided. These calculations can be seen in Appendix C7 while the dimensions are documented 

in Appendix D8. 

 

Drive Shaft Analysis:  

The shaft must withstand 1000 pounds of tensile and compressive forces deflecting no 

more than .025 inches. An excel spreadsheet Appendix C8 containing the required information 

to calculate deflection of a shaft with axial load compares steel, aluminum and carbon fiber 

tubing. The optimal combination for a light weight shaft is determined by surface area and type 

of material. The Shaft will be made of aluminum and have a diameter of .5 inches and a wall 

thickness of .334 inches. This is a standard size and allows it to fit within a 1” diameter housing 

and fulfills a surface area of .05 in^2 ensuring that the shaft will not deflect more than .025 in 

with tensile, torsion and compressive forces actin upon it. 

 

The equation also takes into account the length of the shaft. The shaft must be long 

enough to connect the adapter to the blade minus the length of the pin connector. This distance 

must be 24 inches to fulfill its ergonomic requirements. The optimal shaft length is 25 inches. 

With the ball screw contraption being 4.45 inches, 25 inches will allow the shaft to keep the arm 

of the pruner at least 30” long and still connect the ball screw to the blade. This dimension can be 

seen on the drawing in Appendix D6. 

 

The shaft is connected to the adapter by a dowel pin determined to be ¼” diameter. The 

pin whole is coordinated with the adapter to be .25 inches from the end of each rod and drilled all 

the way through. The hole must have enough interference with the pin in its set tolerance in order 
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to press fit the pin ensuring immovability. 0.003” on either side is enough interference making 

the hole diameter .244”. 

 

 The responsibility of the pin connector is to attach the drive shaft to the blade linkage. 

The linkage includes a hole diameter of 0.25” subsequently requiring the pin connector to have 

the same. The linkage must be able to move freely without interference and have enough base in 

order to weld straight to the drive shaft. The pin connector must also withstand the 1000lb linear 

force and 185-in-lb torque being applied without malfunctioning. 

 

 Two linkage pieces are set 1/8” apart demanding an extruded pin hole with a thickness of 

0.125”. This attribute to the pin connector is the weakest point in the piece only attaining the 

smallest shear plain yet still theoretically withstands the applied forces which can be seen in 

Appendix C10. A fillet radius of 0.1” allows the linkage to move freely with the pin hole set 

0.25” from the bottom of the fillet. A 0.4” base provides an adequate space for the weld to the 

drive shaft and contains diameter of 0.5” giving the weld a flush surface. These dimensions can 

be seen on the drawing in Appendix D7.  

 

The ware on the pin at the end of the drive train is substantial because the connecting 

pieces rotate creating friction between the two. Keeping this in mind, the pin connection allows a 

cheap and easy replacement. 

  

Device: 

 The device is shaped as if it is an extension of the hand drill. A simple actuator connected 

to the drive shaft leads to the blade assembly. All of the components fit into a carbon fiber tube 

with an ID of 1” giving the design a slim sleek look. By creating a cover that matches the drill 

cover, the device will hardly be noticeably connected. 

 

Tolerances: 

 The tolerances for the drive train are very tight considering the actuator is a hand 

machined ball screw. Multiple clearance fit analysis were done to ensure the parts fit within one 

another and operate. An interference fit analysis was calculated for the press fit cover as well to 

ensure the tolerance supplied the correct amount of radial pressure. There is also one on the 

shoulders of the ball nut and adapter to ensure a tight fit for welding.  

 

As for the bearing tolerances go, as long as the bearings fit into the slots and threaded 

path, it is counted as a pass because of the dependence on the tool. The same concept is for the 

sliding fit as well because it is dependent of the accuracy of the reamer. 

 

Technical Risks Analysis: 

 The risk behind inventing this actuator is having a working device at the end. The 

geometric aspect of the device is analyzed to theoretically move back and forth but whether or 

not the bearings stay in the correct path and withstand the torque being applied. Without testing, 

the analysis is tough because the forces could cause the actuator to not work as desired. 
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Safety Factors: 

 With the limited space and size constraints with in the design itself, the contraption is 

calculated and designed to spec and a safety factor is foreseen afterword. No safety factor came 

to be 1 but throughout each analysis, the factors varied from 1.3 to 4. Some part dimensions 

ended larger than need be due to some of their attributes that required larger stock such as the 

drive shaft.  

If a part on the drive assembly were to fail in torsion, it would be the linkage tab on the 

drive shaft because it is the skinniest piece and under the most torsion. Although it is designed to 

withstand the forces, its safety factor is the lowest at 1.3. Taking this into account, the drive shaft 

was pinned to the adapter and not welded making it easy to replace if it ever did fail.  
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METHODS & CONSTRUCTION 
Construction Description: 

 Setup sheets of each part have been made to ensure the tracking of production rates and 

proper manufacturing of the piece. No saw setup sheets are available due to the simplicity of the 

machine and concept of dimension. Job traveler sheets are major in the construction on the CNC 

machines confirming safety and building efficiency. 
 

Self-Reversing Threaded Shaft: 

Forged from 1/2” leaded steel rod, the shaft is cut using the CNC lathe. The part 

OD stock is to specification. Clamping less than 0.4” the CNC program starts the path at 

the end of the thread slowly turning the part with the speeds and feeds that are set 

accordingly. The path reaches 2” then turns back creating a cross threaded path. Each 

pass reduces .002” then levels the cut as it returns to the start position. This path is cut the 

spec depth and all burs are removed from the edges of the path to ensure smooth travel of 

the ball bearings Appendix E1. The shaft is sawed to 4 inches and placed in an ½” 

collate socket hex holder. A 4 tooth plunging cutting faces the shaft to depth and the 

socket is loosened, rotated 1 surface and repeated. Once the hex portion is milled, the part 

is made concentric on the manual lathe and the chamfers and bearing groove are cut to 

finish the part. 

 
Ball Nut: 

Forged from 7/8” low carbon steel rod, the ball nut is cut on the manual lathe and 

manual mill. The part is faced and reduced to shoulder depth. The front portion of the 

piece is then reduced further to spec with a form cutting tool. After, a wide groove tool is 

used to reduce the back OD of the part with 2 cuts. Groove tools are switched and the O-

ring grooves are reduced to spec. A hole is drilled to a diameter of 3/8” through the 

middle of the part then to 31/64”. A ½” reamer is used to obtain the correct tolerance of 

the free sliding dimension. The manual mill cuts the single bearing hole through one side 

of the part. The chuck is rotated 45° from the single bearing hole and the slot will be 

started in the middle. The .125” diameter mill swipes side to side until the slot is spec 

length. The same process is used for the second slot 45° on the opposite side. The adapter 

is welded to the adapter tube. Appendix E2. 

 
Press Fit Cover: 

Forged from a 7/8” dia. aluminum rod, the cover is drilled to a diameter of 3/8” 

and then ¾” and reamed to spec on a manual lathe. The part is then faced as needed the 

outside diameter is then reduced to spec. A square form tool separates the part from the 

rod. The mechanical press fits the cover to the ball nut proceeding the insertion of the ball 

bearings. Appendix E3 

 
Adapter Tube: 

Forged from 1” round tube with .12” wall thickness and is made on the manual 

lathe. The tube is faced as needed and the OD is reduced to spec. The Stock is removed 

form the mill and the part is removed with the saw. Both the adapter and ball nut will be 

welded completely around the diameter of this tube. Appendix E4 
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Adapter:  

Forged from 7/8” steel rod, the adapter will be made on the manual lathe and mill. 

The part is faced and the shoulder diameter is reduced to specification. Keeping the 

transition from the front base to the shoulder base perpendicular, the front base is reduced 

to spec with a form cutting tool. After, a wide groove tool is used to reduce the back OD 

of the part with 2 cuts. The part is removed and the ¼” hole is then drilled in the small 

base using the manual mill. The adapter will be welded to the adapter tube. Appendix E5 

 
Drive Shaft:  

The shaft is a standard size, 9/16” aluminum rod and cut to spec on the band saw. 

The ¼” hole will be drilled on the manual mill using a ¼” drill bit. The part is flipped and 

the linkage connecting tab is cut on the manual mill. Calculations off the 3/8” mill are 

made to ensure dimensions of the fillets are correct. A ¼” drill bit makes the pin hole 

after the part is rotated. The shaft is pinned to the adapter and the linkage of the blade. 

Appendix E6 
  

Manufacturing issues: 
 
Self-Reversing Threaded Shaft: 

Manufacturing the self-reversing threaded shaft with aluminum if far easier than 

steel. Aluminum being easier to machine, there is no deflection in the radius tool as it 

makes its pass and worked well for a trail run However, with carbon steel, the hand 

ground tool shears as the program reached half its depth destination. By using 41L40 

steel (Easy to Machine) the path successfully manufactured. 

 

The radius tool plays a major role in a successful ball screw. Since the hand 

ground tool sheared due to deflection, a radius tool holder and radius tool were invested 

in. With the 41L40 steel, there is still deflection in the tool as it reaches its final depth but 

withstood 3 operations without fail and provided a smooth, crisp path. 

 

Heavier forces than expected occurred as the machining of the initial hex of the 

drive bit went underway. The part continued to slip inside the collet and plane of cut was 

lost on a side of the hex. Also, the force to cut the groove where the ball bearings in the 

drill rotate sheared one of the hex bits off and did not cut smoothly on the other shafts.  

 

Tighter clamping force in the collet and a sharper radius tool solves the 

manufacturing issues for the drive bit. Also, although the tool index deflected far more 

than expected, a less aggressive cut may be made to possibly avoid the unwanted forces 

acting on the tool. 

 
Ball Nut: 

The ball nut is the highest tolerance part on the drive train accommodating the 

threaded shaft, bearings and O-rings responsible for the radial pressure in the whole 

contraption. Both the ID and OD of the ball nut were critical in the ball screw 

functionality. With a .002” tolerance on the press fit OD and a .003” tolerance on the 

sliding fit ID, manufacturing issues arose due to armature machining. 
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The O-ring grooves developed issues first in the tool making and later in the 

dimensioning. The skinny groove tool must cut 0.067” worth of low carbon steel 3 times 

resulting in a high temperature, high stress engagement. The O-ring placement is also 

critical in the fact that theoretically, the O-ring keeps the ball from moving in the slot 

until it is forced to but if the bearing holes are off, the slots become useless. 

 

By milling the bearing slots first and reducing the OD second, large burrs formed 

on the edges of these holes making the filing and buffing process a hassle and time 

consuming. It was later on discovered that the milling process could be don’t after the 

OD and since the bearing tolerances are more important, the changes in the setup sheets 

have been made. 

 

A shoulder on the side of the ball nut that is welded to the adapter tube is needed 

to be able to align the two parts to be welded. The previous design is difficult to clamp 

concentrically. By creating an extrude that fit tightly inside the adapter tube then butted 

up to a shoulder that has the same OD of the adapter tube, the part was is welded 

successfully. 
 

Press Fit Cover: 

The only issue with the cover was the tight tolerance in the ID. However, the 

correct reamer was found was found on hand which allowed the manufacturing process to 

be quick. The design of the press fit did not go as planned. The press fit did compress the 

O-rings as designed but also twisted and displaced the O-rings as it was pressed to place 

as seen in Appendix L. A shaft collar is more ideal in the situation as seen on the 

working ball screw video representation with a hose clamp. 

 
Adapter Tube:  

No manufacturing issues with the adapter tube. However, the operation turned out 

easier and more efficient to cut with the saw and not part from the lathe.  

 
Adapter:  

The same concentricity problem occurred with the adapter yet was fixed with the 

same solution as the ball nut. Both ends welded concentrically and neatly to the adapter 

tube once this configuration change initiated. The Pin hole is the next manufacturing 

issue with the adapter because of the difficulty to align a drill bit in the exact center of the 

rod. Although, when the hole alignment is slightly off, the pin manages to be press fit in. 

Lastly, by using a 9/16 drill bit, the whole is not quite large enough to accommodate the 

raw material of the drive shaft. Since the tolerance is not crucial, it is decided that a 37/64 

drill bit has enough clearance yet not too large to manufacture the part to the correct 

dimension.  

 
Drive Shaft:  

The drive shaft dimensions required one redesign to fit the assembly length. The 

part is built at 36” (raw material length) for safe measure. Once the assembly is made, 

measurements are taken to make the cut as precise as possibly. The same problem as the 

adapter occurred with the drive shaft where the two meet but since it is made after, a 

wobble stick is used for more of a precise hole dimension. To end the manufacturing 
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process, the end pin connecting tab fillets need to be ground to spec but it is not allowed 

to grind aluminum in the Central Washington University machine shop. This 

manufacturing issue was solve with a file. 

 

Assembly: 

 Assembly instructions and notes may be seen in Appendix D9. 

 

 Full Pruner assembly may be seen in Appendix L. 

 

Assembly Issues: 

Some assembly issues arose as the pruner was being put together. The Housing 

and blade took 1 hour to make function while the drive train took 2.  

 

The shaft was initially too long and was cut proceeding a full assembly 

measurement. The problem was fixed by removing 5.3” of the shaft. The shaft was then 

successfully assembled. 

 

The press fit cover failed as it was manufactured to the correct dimensions but 

still pinched and bound the O-rings in an unwanted fashion as seen in Appendix L. 

Earlier tests revealed that a hose clamp that could be evenly tightened around the O-rings. 

This configuration worked flawlessly yet the hose clamp does not fit within a 1” 

diameter. The solution to this problem is a shaft collar. McMaster-Carr does not sell 

clamps that are small enough to work. The plan is to manufacture one. 

 

Benchmark Comparison: 
 Body Design: 

The motor connection is far sleeker than the previous attempt and the carbon fiber 

tube is much smaller making the pruner lighter and more ergonomic than the 2016 

edition. This is achievable through the design of the actuator being under a 1” diameter. 

The bulk of the blade housing includes much less excess metal than the previous attempt 

as well. 
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Drive Train Design:  

Since the first attempt of the self-reversing ball screw did not cut, it failed to 

outperform the 2016 edition that uses a regular ball screw. Although the manufacturing 

and materials is much cheaper and the concept is less complicated while achieving more 

requirements than a regular ball screw, more testing and analysis is needed to allow the 

ball screw to handle the axial load needed to cut a 2” branch. 
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TESTING METHOD 
Efficiency Test Plan: 

 90 percent power transfer efficiency is the first test that the electric pruner drive train is 

put through. The linear force created from the rotating impact drill is measured using the tensile 

testing machine. The pruner is rigidly mounted while the end of the drive train that connects to 

the blade is mounted to the tensile testing machine. The drill will be activated and a graph will 

appear showing the displacement and force in which is happening linearly.  

 

 The results of the test are compared to the theoretical data composed through dynamic 

calculations. At 100% efficiency, the calculated linear force that the pruner is rated for is 1000 

pounds. Therefore, the requirement is set to be provide a linear force of 900 lbs. pounds. The test 

is passed if the tensile machine reads a force that is greater than or equal to 900 lbs. pounds. 

 

Pruner Efficiency Test Documentation and Deliverables: 

  

Weight Test Plan: 

 A scale accurate to a tenth of a pound is used to weigh the drive train as a whole. Since 

the drive train is all rigidly connected, the weighing process is simple. 

 

 The results of the test will be a pass fail outcome. If the drive train is under 1 pound, the 

test will be passed, if the drive train is over a pound, adjustments will have to be made in order to 

fulfill the requirement.  

 

Weight Test Documentation and Deliverables: 

  

 

Duty Cycle Test Plan (Lead Screw): 

 A stopwatch accurate to a tenth of a second is used to specifically time the interval in 

which the pruner spends cutting a 2 inch branch. The time starts immediately after the trigger of 

the motor is engaged and stops immediately after the blade has cut through the whole branch but 

has yet to start its return. The stopwatch is then used to time the interval in which the blade starts 

a cut and returns to the open position. The formula D.C. = (Tc / To) *100, where Tc = Time of 

cycle and To = time in between cycles is then used to calculate the official duty cycle.  

 

The results of the test are a pass fail outcome in which the duty cycle is higher or lower 

than that of the competition. 

 

Duty Cycle Documentation and Deliverables (Lead Screw): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2018 2016   

Trial Cycle Time (Sec) Cycle Time (Sec)   

1 4.56 5.01   

2 4.62 4.95   

3 4.35 4.97   
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General Testing Plan (Lead Screw): 

 The general test of this pruner is its ability to cut branches up to 2 inches in diameter. A 

caliper measures the size of the branch ensuring the branch is to maximum specification. The 

branch is rigidly attached while the pruning device is engaged.  

 

The test is passed if the device completely amputates a tree limb. Any branch under 2 

inches is assumed to be manageable for the pruner if the first attempt passes.  

 

General Testing Documentation and Deliverables (Lead Screw): 

  

Movement with Force Test Plan: 

 The Ball Screw is tested for movement capabilities. Whether or not the slots are long 

enough to allow the contraption to sweep back and forth on its own. No forces are applied in this 

test, just enough to keep the ball nut from spinning with the shaft. The test is pass/fail on whether 

or not it moves within its path. 

 

The axial force test will decide if the self-reversing ball screw is capable of withstanding 

axial force without malfunctioning and just how much it will be able to pull and push. This test 

will include multiple configurations of the ball nut that include different dimensioning of the O-

ring depth and placement to try and make the balls act as they should.  

 

 The threaded shaft is spun on a lathe while a pull scale is connected to the ball nut to 

keep it from spinning. As the ball screw follows its path, resistance is applied measuring the 

force in pounds on the scale. The test is over when the ball screw crosses over to the wrong path. 

 

 By testing multiple configurations, It can be decided which alignment and depth is best 

for the ball screw performance. 

 

Movement with Force Documentation and Deliverables: 

 Pre-Limb Operational Limit 

Configurations Path 
Travel 

Perpendicular 
Load 

Parallel 
Load 

Perpendicular 
Load 

Parallel 
Load 

1  ☒ ☒ ☐ 41 lbs. N/A  lbs. 

2 ☒ ☒ ☐ 42 lbs. N/A  lbs. 

3 ☒ ☒ ☐ 38 lbs. N/A       lbs. 

4 ☐ ☐ ☐ N/A      lbs. N/A  lbs. 

5 ☐ ☐ ☐ N/A lbs. N/A  lbs. 

 

Full Test Plan 

 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Cost and Budget: 

 The entire pruner must cost under $500 in all. By keeping the drive train total material 

and tool list under $70, the requirement is more attainable which can be seen in the parts list 

file://///ad.cwu.edu/Students/HomeDirs/graffg/Senior%20Project/Class%20Assignments/Test%20Plan/Movemnt%20With%20ForceTest%20Plan.pdf
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included in Appendix F. However, labor of this project is not included which would increase the 

price of the drive train substantially considering the self-reversing ball screw is made from 

scratch in house. Many of the tools needed are resources that the CWU machine shop already 

attains making the supplies needed far less expensive. H.F. Hauff Company has taken 

responsibility for the funding of the project donating nearly all materials and supplies needed. No 

budget is set but cheapest solutions are required as well as simplistic and logical approaches. 

 

 Testing materials are also attained in the CWU facilities. No further funding is needed in 

order to test the project in comparison to its requirements. Once again, labor is not incorporated 

in the cost calculation. 

 

Cost and Budget Changes: 

 The only reorder that came about during the manufacturing process was 0.125” ball 

bearings. Being very small. Some were lost in the assembly process. All other raw materials, O-

rings, and pins worked well. The total cost of the extra bearings is $5.00. 

 

As seen in the testing videos, the self-reversing does not excel in axial load in which is 

needed to operate the electric pruner. The device could possibly evolve to be able to handle the 

axial force upon further testing however, this is a major problem is the time frame of testing the 

electric pruner. 

  

Regular ball screws are very expensive running over $100 which would put the budget 

highly over. To keep under the budget cap, the ball screw from the 2018 prototype is being put to 

work for testing purposes. The ball screw allows the pruner to cut branches and test the housing 

and blade. As for the self-reversing ball screw, further testing will continue as its own project. 

 

 The total cost of this project so far is $60.00. This is very under budget proceeding the 

self-reversing ball screw. Further testing and modifications to the pruner as it is now may go 

over budget. 

 

Schedule: 

 The main schedule for this project is proved in the form of a Gantt chart. The Gantt chart 

in Appendix G is split into 3 sections, Fall Quarter, Winter Quarter and Spring Quarter 

which represents the 3 phases of this project. The 1st phase is the proposal with general design 

and analysis. The 2nd phase is the manufacturing phase including the full assembly of the project. 

The 3rd and final phase includes the testing and advertising portion of the project.  

 

The 1st phase of this project shows each section of this proposal, when it was worked on 

and the duration of the effort. 

 

The circles on the 2nd phase indicate when the part or material is scheduled to arrive. The 

stars indicate the week that the part is scheduled to be finished. The self-reversing threaded shaft 

and ball nut are scheduled to be produced first because they are the most complicated pieces of 

this project and may require extra time to fix complications and improve the overall design. 
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 The 3rd phase of this project shows the test being performed each few weeks and the 

duration of the effort to perform it. It also includes the time spent presenting the idea during the 

SOURCE activity.  

 

Milestones for this project include: 

 Finished proposal:   12-06-2017 

 Finished Product:    03-16-2018  

 Finished requirement testing:  06-08-2018 

 

Schedule Revisions: 

Materials were very late. The first revision of the parts list did not include part 

number but described where they were located. A second revision allowed Mr. Hauff to 

find the parts quickly and easily and the part showed up 2 weeks into the quarter putting 

the schedule 2 weeks behind. However, as stated in the progress reports, much of the pre-

manufacturing actions took place in this 2 weeks allowing construction to develop rapidly 

as the raw materials began to filter in. 

 

The first two milestones have been met minus the working device. A new 

milestone has been set to accommodate this: 

 

 Working device:   04-14-2018  

 

As two resources were backed up being Matt Burvee and Ted Bramble, Other 

parts were started and not done in the order of the Gantt chart. When personal schedule 

lined up, manufacture of complicated parts went under way and were finished before the 

due date. In general, the project stayed on schedule, just not in an orderly fashion. 

 

Physical Resources: 

 Hogue Technology Building machine shop  

 Hogue Technology Building materials lab 

 Hogue Technology Building computer lab 

 Hogue Technology Building foundry 

 

Software Resources: 

 Microsoft Word 

 Dassault SOLIDWORKS 2016 

 Microsoft Excel 

 Wix.com 

 

Human Resources: 

 See Acknowledgments. 

 

Management: 

 Accountability is handled by the H.F. Hauff pruner team themselves making sure that 

milestones are met and the project is dispersed through the entire construction time. Each partner 
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develops the assigned portion of the pruner working together ensuring the device is efficiently 

built.  

 

Safety:  

 All members of the team are trained in the safety attributes of the machine shop, all of its 

equipment and is referenced by the resume below. These safety precautions are also clearly 

posted in the Hogue Technology Building machine shop. Activities should not be performed that 

an individual is not qualified to do etc. One shall not weld if a welding certification is not 

present. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 
Design Evolution: 

 Through the design phase of this project, many ideas arose about transferring energy 

from the motor to the cutting blade. As seen in the innovation methods and benchmark, the ball 

screw is the paramount design for the circumstances at hand. Since the original ball screw does 

not fulfill all the requirements set, the self-reversing ball screw idea emerged to later be made 

reality although much more testing and analysis can be made to improve this part. However, this 

aspect is not the only attribute to evolve throughout the project.  

 

 Material changes happened proceeding the design of the rest of the drive train. An 

example being the weight of the device and the joining of certain parts being taken into account. 

Originally, the project plan was to weld the drive train completely but aluminum and steel do not 

easily weld. Therefore, the ball screw and adapters are all made of one material allowing them to 

simply be welded and efficient. Yet to keep the drive train under 1.0 pounds, the drive shaft was 

made aluminum and pinned to the adapter. 

 

 The power system rating is another evolutionary aspect of this project. The Makita 

impact drill used provides 480 in-pounds of torque creating a part failure dilemma. The weight of 

all the parts that are built to withstand this force exceeded the requirement as well as the linear 

force and cost of material. The decision arose to rate the pruner for 1000 pounds of linear force 

tracing back to a total of 185 in-pounds of torque keeping the drive train within requirement 

specs but still effective. 

 

Project Risk: 

 A major risk of this project was the time constraint set within the school year. Developing 

a self-reversing ball screw takes a major analysis to incorporate all of the circumstances that 

could make the piece as efficient as possible such as lubricant, material, tolerances and 

geometry. Many tests have been run for original ball screws revealing the most efficient methods 

to build them but with the time constraint at hand, only a few attempts could be made. This 

caliber of innovations requires much more testing and attempts. 

 

  Another risk is the ability to mass produce a product like this. Under the tool constrains 

of the university, a make-shift drive system as in an impact drill is used adding far too much 

weight and bulk to the project. Though the focus is more on the power efficiency side of the 

project, using an impact drill in a mass produced pruner is not ideal. Also, without the capability 
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to add luxury such as rubber grip or a sleek plastic form housing, the pruner turns out slightly 

bulky and unappealing to the eye. 

 

Next Phase: 

 The next phase of this project is to make the pruner work. It is known that the self-

reversing ball screw has its own testing capabilities and needs work. Without a drive train, the 

housing and the blade have no way of being tested. The plan is to use a regular ball screw on the 

pruner and continue to test the self-reversing ball screw by itself. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 Many analysis contributed to the success of this project. As requirements became 

relevant, original ideas faded as correct solutions evolved in order to achieve the desired product. 

The main innovation through though this project is the construction of a self-reversing ball 

screw. Having the ability to switch linear motion mechanically while incorporating the efficiency 

of a ball screw majorly contributed to the efficiency test of this product. However, there is many 

tests and improvements that can be made in order to maximize potential of the self-reversing ball 

screw. 

 

  The performance of the H.F. Hauff Electric Pruner has the expectation of cutting a 2” 

diameter branch using minimal physical contribution from the user. Physically, the pruner turned 

out to be very light allowing most operators to lift it with ease. Also, since the device cuts with 

the push of a button, operational skills are minimal as well. 

 Many of the requirements have been obtained even with the new drive train in place. The 

Pruner will not open unassisted since the self-reversing ball screw failed to produce but the 

overall design of the pruner is lightweight, powerful and ergonomic. Further testing may allow 

the pruner to obtain all the requirements. The new ball screw will slow the duty cycle but it is 

expected that it will not be by much. 
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Appendix A – Innovation Ideas 
A1: Chain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A2: Cam  
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A3: Ball Screw 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A4: Self-Reversing Ball Screw  
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A5: Decision Matrix  

Senior Project Decision Matrix Spreadsheet: Drive Train Choices for Hauff Pruner 

Score: 0 to 3 (best)

Criterion Weight 3 Cam Chain Ball Screw

1 to 3 (must) Best Possible Score x Wt Score x Wt Score x Wt

Cost 2 6 2 4 3 6 1 2

Duribility 3 9 2 6 1 3 3 9

Weight 3 9 2 6 3 9 2 6

Moving Parts 1 3 2 2 1 1 3 3

Effectivness 2 6 1 2 1 2 3 6

Simplicity 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 3

Total 12 36 21 22 29

1/N Score x Wt

Normalized Data 2.777778 58.333333 61.11111 80.555556 Percent

66.666667 Average

12.108053 Std Dev.

Good Bias: Standard Deviation is two or more digits meaning the bias factor is correct.

Weighting/Scoring Scale

1 Worst (too many moving parts, expensive, too heavy, efficienccy of movment, etc.)

2 Median Values, or Unsure of actual value

3 Best (Low Cost, lightweitght, simple, efficient)

Criterion

Cost Judged by the cost of the mechanisms making up the energy transfer.

Duribility Judged by how much force the mechanism can handle.

Weight Judged by how much weight the mechanism adds to the pruner.

Moving Parts Judged by how many parts are moving (likeliness to break down).

Effectivness Judged by how much energy is lost through movement.

Simplicity Judged by the concept of the energy transfer

Comments:

1) The 3 different drive train ideas have been brainstormed in order to transfer energy 
from the impact hammer to the cuting blade. All three would achive the desired 
movement but some more efficient than others.The Ball screw is by far the best energy 
transfer system for what is being asked. Pending the decistion on housing and cutting 

2) While The Ball screw was the best energy tranfer option, it is also the most 
expensive. Since the cost is not outragous at around $100 and the wieght is much of 
the same of the other two options, it seems to be the most logical option. the chain 
and Sprocket is inexpensive but has to many moving parts for to many things to go 
wrong along with having to fight a spring which deducts efficiency. As for the cam, the 
concept works but parts would ware quite fast and make the head of the pruner larger 
requiring more housing consequently adding more wieght.

3) The Bias in this experiment was significant (2.8), with a standard deviation of (12.1). 
This shows that the material with the highest value is the clear choice, therefore 
another trial is not needed. Attributes may be added and the bias would grow but 
since it is in double digits, the decision to use a ball screw can be made.
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Appendix B - Benchmark 
B1: Tree-Lion: 

https://www.hydralada.com/nz/products/battery-tools/ 

 

 

 

 

 

B2: 2016 H.F Hauff Electric Pruner: 

http://wellingtonandco.wixsite.com/home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.hydralada.com/nz/products/battery-tools/
http://wellingtonandco.wixsite.com/home
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APPENDIX C – ANALYSIS  
C1: Power Efficiency Transfer 
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C2: Drill Torque 
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C3: Self-Reversing Threaded Shaft 
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C4: Ball Nut 
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 40 
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C5: Adapter Tube 
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C6: Adapter 
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C7: Pin 
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C8: Drive Shaft 
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C9: Pin Connector 
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C10: Press Fit Cover  
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APPENDIX D - Drawings 
Drawing Tree: 
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D1: Self-Reversing Threaded Shaft 
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D2: Ball Nut  
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D3: Press Fit Cover 
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D4: Adapter Tube  
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D5: Adapter 



 59 

D6: Drive Shaft 



 60 

D7: Pin 
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D8: O-Rings 



 62 

D9: Welding   



 63 

D10: Drive Train Assembly 
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APPENDIX E – Job Travelers/Setup Sheets 
E1: Self-Reversing Threaded Shaft: 
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E2: Ball Nut 

  



 66 

E3: Press Fit Cover 
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E4: Adapter Tube 
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E5: Adapter 
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E6: Drive Shaft  
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APPENDIX F – Parts List and Costs 
Part Ident Part Description Source Cost Part # Disposition 

6061 Aluminum 

Rod 

6” stick 7/8” round 

3’ stick 9/16” round 

McMaster-Carr 

McMaster-Carr 

$4.28 

$7.89 

8974K12 

8974K46 

Donated 

Donated 

Easy-to-Machine 

41L40 Alloy Steel 

1’ stick ½” round 

 

McMaster-Carr 

 

$4.44 

 

6776T13 Donated 

 

Low Carbon Steel 

Rod 

1’ stick 7/8” round McMaster-Carr $8.10 8920K215  

Low-Carbon Steel 

Round Tube 

1’ Stick 1” round 

0.12” wall thickness 

McMaster-Carr $5.07 7767T371 Donated 

Tight-Tolerance 

Hard Ware-

Resistant E52100 

Alloy Steel Balls 

1/8” ball bearings 

 

Quantity: 1 Pack (5) 

McMaster-Carr $2.92 

 

 

9528K45 Donated 

316 stainless steel 

dowel pin 

¼”dia. X 3/4” long 

Quantity: 1 pack (10) 

McMaster-Carr $11.99 97395A485 Donated 

Square-Profile 

High-Temperature 

Silicone O-Ring 

1/16” wide X 5/8” ID 

X ¾” OD 

Quantity: 1 Pack (25) 

McMaster-Carr $10.01 

 

 

1182N016 Donated 

Total - - $54.7  - 

 

Tool Ident Tool Description Source Cost Disposition 

Band Saw - Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 

CNC Lathe - Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 

Form Cutting 

Tools 

0.125” dia. cutting form tool 

Machine able cutting tool 
Wildcat Shop 

Wildcat Shop 

$4.00 

$4.00 

Pocket 

Pocket 

Boring Form 

Tool 

Boring tool < 0.5” dia. 

Boring tool > 0.5” dia. 
Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 

Square Groove  1/16” wide     

CNC Mill - Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 

End Mill 1/2” dia. carbide end mill 

1/8” dia. carbide 4 flute 

½” long square end mill 

Hogue Machine Shop 

McMaster-Carr 
- 

$11.29 

Resource 

CWU 

Drill Press - Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 

Drill Bit ½” dia. 

¼” dia. 

Hogue Machine Shop 

Hogue Machine Shop 

- 

- 

Resource 

Resource 

Press - Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 
File/Deburring 

Tool 
- Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 

Welder Aluminum/Steel Hogue Machine Shop - Resource 

Scale .01 sec capable Hogue Material Lab - Resource 

Tensile Tester >1000 lbs. force Hogue Material Lab - Resource 

Stopwatch .01 sec capable Hogue Material Lab - Resource 

Measuring 

Instruments 

Caliper 

Depth Micrometer 

Dial Indicator 

Hogue Machine Shop 

Hogue Machine Shop 

Hogue Machine Shop 

- 

- 

- 

Resource 

Resource 

Resource 

Total - - $19.29 - 

https://www.mcmaster.com/#8974k12/=1b64kwd
https://www.mcmaster.com/#8974K46
https://www.mcmaster.com/%236776T13
https://www.mcmaster.com/%238920K215
https://www.mcmaster.com/%237767T371
https://www.mcmaster.com/%239528K45
https://www.mcmaster.com/%2397395A485
https://www.mcmaster.com/#1182N016
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Appendix G – Schedule 
Fall Quarter: 
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FALL

DETERMINE PROJECT - -

PROBLEM DEFINITION 0.5 3

INTRODUCTION 1 1

APPROACH 2 5

DESIGN & ANALYSIS 30 44

Bearing Orientation 2 2

Power Transmission 2 4

Self-Reversing threaded Shaft 10 12

Ball Nut 10 15

Press Fit Cover 0.5 1

Adapter Tube 1 1

Adapter 2 2

Pin 0.5 1

Shaft 1 3

Pin Connector 1 3

DRAWINGS 7.5 10

Self-Reversing threaded Shaft 1 2

Ball Nut 1 2

Press Fit Cover 1 1

Adapter Tube 1 1

Adapter 1 1

Shaft 1 1

Pin Connector 1 1

Drawing Tree 0.5 1

METHODS & CONSTRUCTION 7 16

Self-Reversing threaded Shaft 1 3

Ball Nut 1 3

Press Fit Cover 1 2

Adapter Tube 1 2

Adapter 1 2

Shaft 1 2

Pin Connector 1 2

TESTING METHOD 1.5 2.5

Power Efficincy 0.5 1

Weight 0.5 0.5

Duty Cycle 0.5 1

BUDGET/SCHEDULE/PROJ 6 8

Gannt Chart 2 4

Patrs List 2 2

Tools List 2 2

DISCUSSION 1 2

CONCLUSION 1 1

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 0.5 1

APPENDIX 2 10

SUBMITT PROPOSAL - -
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Winter Quarter: 

  

WINTER

15 Proposal Revisions 20 8

16 Web-Site Revisions 10 4

17 Prototype 1 2.5

18 SELF-REVERSING THREADED SHAFT 7.5 9.5

18a Job Traveler/Setup Sheets 1 2

18b Tool Construction 1 1

18c Lathe

Setup 1 1

Construction 1 1

18d Mill

Setup 1 1

Construction 1 2

18e Saw

Setup 0.5 0.5

Construction 0.5 0.5

18f Grind/Polish 0.5 0.5

19 BALL NUT 8.5 13.5

19a Job Traveler/Setup Sheets 1 3

19b Tool Construction 0.5 1

19c Lathe

Setup 1 1

Construction 1 2

19d Mill

Setup 1 1.5

Construction 1 2

19e Saw

Setup 1.5 0.5

Construction 1 0.5

19f Grind/Polish 0.5 2

20 PRESS FIT COVER 3 3

20a Job Traveler/Setup Sheets 1 1

20b Lathe

Setup 0.5 0.5

Construction 1 1

20c Grind/Polish 0.5 0.5

21 ADAPTER TUBE 3 3

21a Job Traveler/Setup Sheets 1 1

21b Lathe

Setup 0.5 0.5

Construction 1 1

21c Grind/Polish 0.5 0.5

22 ADAPTER 4.5 7

22a Job Traveler/Setup Sheets 1 2

22b Lathe

Setup 1 1

Construction 1 2

22c Mill

Setup 0.5 0.5

Construction 0.5 0.5

22d Grind/Polish 0.5 1

23 SHAFT 4 6

23a Job Traveler/Setup Sheets 1 3

23b Mill

Setup 0.5 1

Construction 0.5 0.5

23c Saw

Setup 0.5 0.5

Construction 0.5 0.5

23d Grind/Polish 1 0.5

24 PIN & BEARINGS & O-Rings - -

25 Welding 1 2

26 ASSEMBLY 2 4

27 TESTING PLAN 2 2

28 COMPLETED DEVICE

Total 66.5 64.5
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Spring Quarter: 
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SPRING

BLADE TEST 2 0

Setup 1

Testing 1

DURABILITY TEST 2 0

Setup 1

Testing 1

EFFICIENCY TEST 2 0

Setup 1

Testing 1

WEIGHT TEST 2 0

Setup 1

Testing 1

DUTY CYCLE 2 0

Setup 1

Testing 1

GENERAL TEST 2 0

Setup 1

Testing 1

SOURCE 8

FINAL REPORT 91.75 103.5

LEGEND

PROJECT PHASE

TASK

MATERIAL/PART ARRIVAL

CONSTRUCTION COMPLETION
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APPENDIX H – Efficiency Test 
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APPENDIX I – Weight Test 
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APPENDIX J – Duty Cycle Test 
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APPENDIX K – General Cutting Test 
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APPENDIX L – Movement with Force Test 
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APPENDIX M – Assembly 
 

  

L2: 3D printed motor adapter provides a much sleeker 

look than the 2016 edition. 

L1: The press fit cover removed showing the torture to 

the O-rings and ball nut. 
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  L3: Aluminum blade housing and stainless steel blade. 

L4: Welded Adapter/Adapter Tube and Ball Nut 
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APPENDIX N – Resume 


